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Litter

Cats can be finicky creatures!
If your litter boxes are not up to
standard, your cat will surely find a
way to let you know. Here are
some useful tips to help you set up
your cats’ litter boxes successfully
with Odour Buster™.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION!
• Place litter boxes in quiet, or less-traﬃcked, areas of the
house where your cat will not be unpleasantly surprised
during elimination. While cats do not require the same
privacy humans like, they do appreciate feeling safe while
doing their business.

HOW MUCH ODOUR BUSTER™ LITTER
SHOULD BE POURED IN THE BOX?
• The recommended litter depth is 10cm.
• After scooping, top up the box to maintain the recommended
depth.

• In a multi-level home, it is recommended to provide one box
per level.

HOW OFTEN SHOULD I SCOOP
AND CLEAN THE BOX?

HOW MANY BOXES DO I NEED?

• No one enjoys a dirty bathroom. Although Odour Buster™ can
eliminate odours for up to one week without scooping, your
cat will appreciate you for scooping her litter on a regular
basis.

• The recommended number of litter boxes is: one per cat plus
one. If you have two cats, you should have at least three litter
boxes.
• Cats territorially identify the house. Space your litter boxes
out in convenient areas around the home. Do not place all the
boxes side by side.

WHAT TYPE OF BOX SHOULD I BUY?
• Choose a box that best fits the needs of your cat. For
example, choose a large box for a large cat, and a low-sided
box for an older cat that might have diﬃculty climbing into a
box with high sides.
• Cats generally prefer a box from which they can have a good
view of their environment and any impending dangers. For
example, an ambush by other cats in a multi-cat home. If
using a covered box, place the box so that the opening gives
onto the room and the cat can access and exit the box easily.

• We recommend that you completely clean your cat’s litter box
monthly and wash it with mild soap. Because cats scratch
when they use the litter, urine can become trapped in the
plastic where odour-causing bacteria can develop. Replace the
box when it starts to retain odour even after cleaning or if it
becomes excessively scratched.

MONITOR YOUR CAT.
• Cats let us know something is wrong by the way they behave.
Consult your vet to rule out any medical issue your cat might be
having if she eliminates outside of the litter box.
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